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Overview

• “Rightsizing” the paper

• Pick the right journal

• There are right and wrong ways to report a paper

• What is the purpose of a peer-reviewed manuscript?

• It’s your baby, but not everyone thinks it is cute

• Put yourself in the reviewer and editor’s shoes



The purpose of peer-reviewed manuscripts

• Disseminate knowledge

• Clinical impact – people changing their daily clinical decisions

• Scientific impact – people changing how they advance science

• Share your failures and successes

• Helping catalyze the journey toward definitive evidence



Scientific writing

• Many resources for writing in general

• https://www.medicine.umich.edu/sites/default/files/content/downloads/WritingResearchPaper_Ibrahim_0.pdf

https://www.medicine.umich.edu/sites/default/files/content/downloads/WritingResearchPaper_Ibrahim_0.pdf


Successful history of MPOG manuscripts



Rightsizing the paper

• Typically, one “proposal” -> one manuscript

• Diffuse proposals and hypotheses lead to unfocused 
manuscripts

• Paper must be “big” enough to warrant reading it, 
the “energy of activation”

• More messages, more complexity increase the 
energy of activation

• Novelty, focus, and “buzz” decrease energy of 
activation

• Paper must be “small” enough to be consumable 
and have a clear message (or two)



Write the abstract FIRST

Credit: 
Ibrahim and 
Dimick



Picking the right journal



Picking the right journal

• Impact factor is *not* the right first step

• The audience is the first question

– Who needs to read this manuscript?

– Who has a clinical or scientific action as a result of this manuscript?

– Anesthesiologists only?

– Surgeons, administrators, general medical, informatics folks?

• Is that journal “friendly” to the proposed methodology?

– NEJM & Lancet 

– Clinical trials for causal inference

– Policy changing epidemiology

– JAMA, BMJ are friendly to observational manuscript causal inference

• Getting it published is the #1 goal, where it gets published is about impact and ego



Picking the right journal

• Among a specialty/audience journal family, there are other considerations

• Impact factor ≠ early reach & impact

– Social media activity of the journal, press releases (local and journal)



Reporting

• Pick an EQUATOR checklist 

– https://www.equator-network.org/ & https://www.goodreports.org/

– Use it when designing the protocol

• If there is a better checklist for a novel methodology (machine learning, etc), highlight it

– https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/10.1161/CIRCOUTCOMES.120.006556

• STROBE is not enough anymore

– RECORD, SQUIRE, etc

https://www.equator-network.org/
https://www.goodreports.org/
https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/10.1161/CIRCOUTCOMES.120.006556


Reporting

• Err on the side of transparency

• Review recently published work in that journal to see where other authors wound up

• Review the instructions for authors – they change frequently

• Word limits are just that – a MAXIMUM, not a goal

• A great read:



MPOG specific guidance

• When reporting a paper, sample size is your enemy, not your friend

• Do *NOT* highlight how many cases are in MPOG that you “started” with; readers question 
generalizability

• Statistical significance is a burden

• Effect sizes are the key

• MPOG data is no longer restricted to “academic medical centers”

• Model parsimony builds upon hypothesis focus

• Use supplemental digital content freely for model reporting



Discussion

Credit: 
Ibrahim and 
Dimick



Discussion

• The place where most causal inference MPOG papers struggle

• Focus on the data in this manuscript

• Take ONE step from the data for interpretation

• Objectivity is hard, but essential

• Don’t oversell, let the reviewers do that

• Highlight limitations so that reviewers aren’t inspired to
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